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P.S whenever I say omg it means oh my gosh just 
clarifying  

Dedicated to Mrs. Dixon who in my mind I thought was 
the Golden Queen because of her infinite beauty. 

  
The Golden Queen  

By Dallin P  
Prologue  

Diana was not a rightful heir. She was one of the 
princesses of the golden kingdom where all the people 
there were rich because they turn their precious things 
into gold. Diana was special because she could also turn 
people instead of just objects into gold. In the bronze 
kingdom everyone turned things into bronze at will. 
When all the princesses who were the rightful heirs in 
the bronze kingdom died, Diana was the only one 
worthy enough to take the throne. So she was ordered 
by the highest Gold Queen Lorelai to protect the bronze 
land from the nasty Silver Queen and Pharaoh of Wind.   
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The Beginning 
  

Suddenly in the bronze kingdom, they heard a 
crash.   

“What in the world was that?” asked Diana  
“I don’t know, your majesty,” said a guard   
“Well what are you waiting for? Get troops and go 

find out. Oh, and bring me with you,” the queen 
demanded.  

  She sped out the pentagonal shaped bronze 
plated throne room and into the main courtyard. A light 
rain fell from the sky. Several bronze citizens waved to 
her. The watch tower walls shaped into shiny heptagons 
and the towers shaped like rectangles were still intact. 
Finally, she reached what used to be a moat and almost 
fell in a giant hole. But with quick reflexes the guard 
caught the queen by her shimmering gold dress.   
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Army of One  
 

When the queen reached the site of the explosion 
no one was there, but there was a strange ditch that she 
had never seen before outside the edge of the castle.   

“I told those guards to be here,” the queen 
murmured to herself.  

A whole silver army arose and shot suddenly out of 
the ditch. The rain came down harder from the sky and 
washed bronze paint from her guard revealing silver 
skin.   

“Really? All by myself?” she murmured again.  
She grabbed the guard that had betrayed her and 

held his neck and started to choke him. Gold started to 
spread from the guard’s neck, all the way to his head, 
and then down to his toes. He was a golden statue now.  

A silver general yelled, “She’s a sorcerer! She’ll turn 
us all into gold! Flee!”   

The whole army broke into a run screaming in the 
process. Two bronze people ran towards her. She saw 
patches of silver on their skin. They have betrayed me 
too. So she grabbed them both by the head. Star 
shaped gold marks spread from the guards’ head. Now 
they were golden statues.  
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“Go away now or end up like these soldiers who are 
now my precious statues made of gold!” the Golden 
Queen exclaimed.  

So the silver army fled back to their kingdom.  
Wow, I need better guards, she thought. Maybe I 

could get some gold ones from my kingdom.  
 So that night she sent a letter to her home kingdom.  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Dear Queen Lorelai,  
I would like for you to send me some guards because I 
just got betrayed by some of the guards. I will send you 
the gold statues that I made out of them to pay for the 

guards.   
  

Your fellow Queen,  
   

Dianna  
  
“I can’t believe we had silver spies in our midst. I 

swear one day that I will rule all the land in Metalands. 
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But until then I will have to rule these wretched people,” 
said Golden Queen.  

“MY QUEEN, MY QUEEN!” yelled a guard “DRAGONS, 
DRAGONS!”   

“Well what are you waiting for fool? Bring an army 
to attack or else I will turn YOU into a golden statue!” 
roared the Queen. “Now scram!”  

“Yes my Queen.”  
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The Dragon Army  
 

“Destroy their food, their homes, everything,” yelled 
the dragon king holding his wand high to destroy a 
bronze hut nearby.   

The dragon army all raised their tiny wands and 
blew ice magic onto the ground. Magic shockwaves 
turned everyone and everything on the ground into ice.   

“YOU STUPID MORONS!” yelled the Queen “THEY'VE 
ALREADY DESTROYED HALF THE KINGDOM!” She 
roared on “CAPTURE THEM! I WANT THOSE DRAGONS!”  

So the Queen sprinted outside. The dragon king met 
the queen on the ground.   

“Now you either come with us or I freeze you and 
bring you back to our cave!” exclaimed the tall green 
dragon.  

“You’re a fool to mess with me!” hollered the queen.  
The dragon was about to freeze her. At the last 

second, the queen shot a beam of gold out of her staff 
turning the dragon into gold.  
 “Now I have the sacred dragon wand of light, I will now 
add it to my staff,” the queen said   
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Gasps and murmurs spread through the dragon 
army as they grieved for the loss of their king.  

“Now if you don’t work for me, you’re going to end 
up like your king, hahaaahaahahaha,” she exclaimed. 
“So turn in your wands. But just in case let me show you 
what will happen if you try to hurt me.”   

Then without warning she grabbed a dragon by the 
head and the gold spread. So all the dragons lumbered 
to the guards and turned in their wands and their 
dragon fire breath. That night the Queen received a 
letter from her hometown.  

 
Dear Diana,  

I would love to send you guards, but the silver 
kingdom has been attacking us a lot lately too. So I had 
to shut the golden gates and I can’t let anyone out of 
the kingdom. I am so sorry but the gate generates a 

protective force field around the kingdom and can only 
be activated once a year. So I am keeping it up until I 

know the silvers have stopped.  
  

Your friend,  
Lorelei  

P.S I’ve seen your new fashion, omg I love it.   
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The Golden Queen could not believe it. The Silvers 
were attacking every kingdom in Metalands. Well she 
was going to do something about it.   

“Guards!” she yelled.  
Three guards scampered in.  
“Yes our Queen,” the three guards said 

together.  
“I’m going back to my home kingdom so I’m 

giving you the gold privilege to protect your kingdom 
while I’m gone. Come.”  

The guards came up and the Queen tapped them 
on the shoulders three times with her staff. Suddenly 
they all started melting into gold puddles then they 
reformed into gold people. But instead of statues, they 
could move.  

“Now use your powers,” she said.  
So the guards used their powers. But instead of 

turning things into bronze, they turned them into gold. 
Their mouths fell open in awe at the sight of gold they 
just made.  

“I guess that’s why the silvers want me so bad,” the 
Queen said. “I am the only gold Queen in centuries that 
can do this.”  

Right then the queen suddenly put all her weight on 
her staff and nearly collapsed.  
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“Be aware I have the power to give this magic but 
also to take it away. If I die then you’ll lose your powers,” 
she said as she shrugged. “And you’ll die also.”  

“Thank you my queen,” the guards said.  
“I’m off to visit my grandpa.”  
She staggered to her stagecoach and closed the 

door. As her stagecoach pressed on, she quickly fell 
asleep and it took several hours for her energy to 
return.   
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The Trip  
  

The Queen loved visiting her grandpa. That’s where 
she got the sorcerer part of her. But the desert shortcut 
way that she usually took had grown treacherous. Last 
time, she had to turn several snakes into gold that were 
about to bite her. She knew one thing that she did not 
like about going to grandpas, it was too close the Silver 
kingdom. Plus it took a day to reach it. She thought if the 
stagecoach kept this pace through the forest then she 
would get to grandpas by the end of the day. The queen 
imagined how she could convince her grandpa to give 
away the sorcerer’s eye. It was the first step in her plan 
to get revenge on the silver kingdom for killing her 
friend Corona, a very special moon nymph the last of 
her kind. Suddenly the queen slipped into a very 
unpleasant flashback.   
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Corona and her were walking through the 
pentagonal shaped palace of the golden kingdom 
conspiring about their plan to bring down the silver 
kingdom and their reign of terror.  

"So I'll blind them with my power over the solar 
eclipse right?" Asked Corona in her short, glowing dress. 

"Yes and while their blind I'll turn that wretch of a 
queen to gold, muhahahaaha!" Diana answered  

The flashback then skipped forward, Diana and 
Corona strolled through the shimmering silver gates of 
the silver kingdom that now faded to a gold after a 
blast of Diana's staff.   

"Athena, stop your pathetic hiding!" Diana bellowed.  
"I'm not hiding, I'm simply waiting," Athena's voice 

echoed through the kingdom.  
A feeling of dread washed over Diana's emotions 

has a gust of wind blew her onto the ground. A look of 
terror fell over Diana's face.  

"You know of whom I speak don't you Diana?" 
Athena smiled.  

"You witch!" Corona hollered has her feathery wings 
started to expand.  

"Corona No!" Diana yelled.  
But it was too late. Corona had already flown into 

the air and begun a solar eclipse. The corona shone the 
brightest melting a legion of silver solders. Diana 
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watched in horror has a tornado formed and knocked 
Corona out of the sky. Luckily Corona twisted in mid-air 
and landed on her feet. Then Corona pulled two blazing 
whips from her dress as the pharaoh appeared.  

"I need a challenge every once and a while, but 
unfortunately you two are weaklings!" The pharaoh said 
in his raspy voice.  

Corona cracked her whips and whipped the 
pharaoh with them. The pharaoh shrugged and flung 
Corona up into the air and smacked her down to the 
ground. Meanwhile Athena fled out of the castle to 
battle Diana.   

"Who fires first?" Athena asked has she sent a bolt 
of silver toward Diana.   

With great effort Diana blocked the spell but was 
thrown back into the gold wall.  

"Let's finish the weak one," The pharaoh said again 
in his earth rattling voice has Corona writhed on the 
ground.  

"No Corona," Diana said weakly.  
Athena and the pharaoh put their magic together 

and hurled it at Corona. In a flash Corona was gone. 
Diana felt a silent tear rolled down her face. It seemed 
all hope was lost.  

"Neigh!" A sound of a horse floated through the air. 
Diana looked up and saw golden Pegasus flying 
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towards the kingdom. Diana saw a small figure on top 
of the most sparkly Pegasus of all. Diana knew who it 
was. Queen Lorelei obliterated half the kingdom as an 
army of gold solders started hopping off their Pegasus 
and fighting silver individuals.  

"No!" The pharaoh screamed. "Grab Diana!"  
But it was too late for anyone to grab Diana 

because she climbed on a Pegasus that was positioned 
right next to Lorelei. The last thing she remembered 
before she fainted was Corona.  
  **************************************************  

The queen suddenly woke up from the horrible 
flashback and sat filled with anger, fear and depression.  

The queen saw several monkeys swing on vines 
close by. What are they doing?  she thought.   

It looked like they were heading right towards the 
stage coach. They kept getting closer. She heard a 
crash and then the stagecoach started tipping. She 
began to climb out the window on the side of the 
stagecoach that wasn't heading for the dangerous 
quicksand.  Once she squirmed out, she jumped free of 
the stagecoach. The stage coach slid on its side into the 
quicksand with a thud and instantly began sinking. The 
monkeys jumped up and down on it to make it sink 
faster.  
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The Golden queen was so furious that she totally 
obliterated the monkeys with a golden beam. She found 
the dead body of the stagecoach rider in the quicksand. 
“Well at least I am only five miles away and it’s only the 
afternoon.   

I wish I could have taken the desert route, but the 
forest route was the safest way, except for those stupid 
monkeys. Everything here is so slimy” she thought. “ew 
what did I just step in?”  She looked down. It was muddy 
pond slime and it was all over her dress. With a shiver 
she grabbed a golden handkerchief from her sleeve and 
wiped the muck off her dress.   

The tall trees in this rainforest blocked most all of 
the warm sunlight. The Golden Queen loved her dress 
when it shimmered in the sunlight. She saw an opening 
in the rainforest. There was a fallen log near her. But 
before she sat on it, she turned it to gold. I wonder how 
those guards are doing. Hopefully by the time I get 
back, the kingdom won’t be destroyed she thought. 
After resting for a little bit she got back up to start 
walking again.   

When it was night, she finally reached the end of 
the rainforest. She saw her grandpa’s house in the 
distance. She was almost there.  It took another hour to 
reach it. She went up and knocked on the door, and the 
door swung open.  
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“Diana, Diana come in my sweet girl!” exclaimed 
grandpa cleaning tea of his blue robes.  

“Have some tea,” he said with a grin on his face.  
“Hi grandpa,” said the Queen as she wiped some 

leaves from her dress. “Do you have a bed to spare 
tonight?”   

“Of course,” he replied  
So as the Queen settled in bed after a cup of tea, 

she wondered where her parents were but pushed that 
thought to the back of her brain. 
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 The Sorcerer’s Eye  
  

When the Gold Queen woke up, grandpa was out in 
his garden pruning the roses. She went outside and met 
with grandpa.   

“Gramps, do you know where the sorcerer’s eye is?” 
asked the golden Queen.   

“No, but let’s go inside. The wind is a little chilly,” 
said grandpa.  

The Gold Queen was confused because it was quite 
nice out. But, she followed him inside the house anyway.  

“Well” said grandpa wiping fertilizer from his robe. 
“The other day I saw some silver looking people trying 
to steal the orb.”   

“Did you try to stop them?” she asked.  
“Of course I did,” Grandpa said. “I drove them off 

until they were gone and then I used my magic to make 
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the orb invisible. The Pharaoh of the wind has many 
spies and it is not safe to talk outside.”   

“Where did you make it invisible?” the Golden 
Queen asked.  

“That’s a secret,” he replied. “I am sorry Dianna but I 
can’t risk having it stolen.”  

“The Silver Kingdom is getting stronger each day 
with the help of the Pharaoh of the wind. They attacked 
the Bronze Kingdom and would have taken it over if I 
had not intervened. As we speak, I am risking it’s safety. 
By asking for your help, I put it in danger of falling into 
the hands of the silver Kingdom,” she said. “If no one 
stands up to them soon, then there will be nothing to 
stand up for.”  

“Well, you do have a point and are young enough 
and have enough energy to fight,” he replied. “I tell you 
what, if you can find the invisible orb on your own 
without any help, then you are capable and worthy 
enough to use it.”  
  

So the queen looked all around. Her grandfather 
chuckled at the crazy places she looked. Finally, she 
went outside to the garden filled with pretty roses and 
found a patch with no flowers.  

“I wonder if he hid it there,” she murmured to 
herself.  
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So she found a shovel nearby, fished golden gloves 
from her sleeve, put them on, and started digging. After 
a while she hit something hard. So she threw a magical 
spell at the ground. In a flash of light, a pink, purple, and 
green orb appeared in the dirt.  

She smacked the orb with her staff and it exploded, 
getting sucked into her staff in the process. Then out of 
the nice warm breeze crows flew by and she had a 
sinking feeling. Spies of Athena the silver queen, she 
thought. But before she could cast an incantation to kill 
the dreadful birds, they flew off. The queen grunted then 
stomped back into her grandpa's house with both a 
worried and look of anger on her face.  

"What's wrong Diana?" Gramps asked.   
The queen exclaimed, "Crows flew by! You know 

what that means right?"   
"Oh dear!" Gramps exclaimed. "I need to go see 

what they’re planning." He put on his teal hat that 
wobbled when he moved.  

"I'll come with you!" 
"No!" Gramps exclaimed. "You must first travel to 

the  pool of gold where you can obtain the necessary 
power to face off a whole entire kingdom." He smiled. 
"There you will also meet a friend who will be eager to 
help you in this war against the Silvers."  

"Who?" the queen asked.  
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"I cannot say whom," he replied.   
With that he was off through the winding path of 

the forest.  
A lot of help he did me, the queen thought. I don't 

even know where this so called golden pool is. Well I 
better go pack and at least try to find something that 
will actually help me.  

The queen ran inside and searched everywhere for 
a map or something with the golden pool on it. Then, 
she came across a very strange paper on The History 
Of Moon Nymphs. She read the first page.  

Moon nymphs are very special creatures. They 
handle immense power consisting of fire, gravity, and 
the ability to control solar eclipses that can melt the 
surface of any metal. These amazing creatures were 
said to have guarded the sacred golden pool a long 
time ago to stop it from falling into the hands of the 
silver kingdom. Most of them fell extinct after the battle 
of metal (see the history of Metalands by Rayleigh 
Shadow) where the silver kingdom along with the 
pharaoh of the wind tried to take control of the pool of 
gold. The Nymphs won barley which costed them many 
lives including their queen Umbra Ecliptic who is said to 
have disappeared after being destroyed by both the 
Silver Queen and the Pharaoh's magic.  
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Diana shivered and then her golden dress ruffled 
has she fell to the ground. She could not stand the brain 
rattling fear that the history of the Moon elves gave her.  

"I wish Corona were back," she murmured to 
herself.  

Then with desperation she got back to her feet 
again. She skimmed and scanned the page again until 
finally she found a small map.  

"I guess this will be enough," she murmured again.  
She found a large bag that she could fit many 

supplies in lying on her bed. She snatched it and put the 
paper in it. She then found an extra dress in her dresser 
and shoved it in her bag. How did grandpa have a spare 
dress just waiting in my dresser for me? She thought. 
Maybe it was from when me and Coro- she pushed that 
thought aside. Then she found a spell book lying on the 
counter and decided she'd bring that too. Then she 
strode to the room labeled Spell and Foreseeing room. 
She guessed their might be something in there that 
might help her. She pushed the door open and walked 
inside.  

"Whoa!" She exclaimed. "I guess I've never been in 
here before."  

A gigantic bookshelf full of thick ancient books 
stood waiting for the queen to read them all. On a 
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gigantic desk sat a ball of glass labeled the eternal 
glass eye. Beside the glass eye sat a note that read:  

The glass eye can only be used by a person who is 
calm and happy.  

Well that’s probably a lie, the queen thought angrily 
as she gazed into the ball of glass. All she could see was 
the foggy inside of the glass eye.  

She turned the medium sized ball in her hand. "This 
thing is a piece of junk. Maybe this will someday work.."  

She murmured to herself but shoved it in her bag 
anyway. The queen moped out of the room and to a 
nearby window.  The bright sun was starting to set in the 
horizon creating a Picasso of bright golds and pinks. In 
the morning, the queen thought. I set out to the pool of 
gold. With that final thought of that bright eve, she 
rushed to her bed and fell into a uneasy sleep. 
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The Elder Oaks 

  As the sun started to rise in it’s golden blue color 
again, Diana found herself closing the door of her 
grandfather's house and starting off to the golden pool. 
Unfortunately the queen had to take the desert route 
because the small map she found at the bottom of the 
Moon Nymph page said that it was the only way to get 
there. I bet that stupid moron of an artist has never even 
been down this path the queen thought angrily.  

As she continued to walk she read the spellbook 
which said that the desert was home to the giant 
snakes. But so far the queen had not even come close 
to seeing one of these so called giant snakes. Once she 
swore she saw some emerald encrusted embodiment 
digging in the beige colored sand. As the queen strode 
along throughout the day, she found a shift in the earth. 
First she noticed the strange hill that just seemed to be 
appearing right before her ruby eyes. She also noticed a 
strange new diamond pattern that was now in the sand. 

“What the heck is happening?!” the queen yelled 
aloud. 
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Suddenly the earth rippled beneath her and 
exploded knocking her back into a cactus. Then a giant 
figure erupted from the sand and the queen at once 
knew what it was. The giant snake lunged at the queen 
and bit her gold dress which was covered with sand.  

When the snake backed up the queen looked at the 
spellbook for a freezing spell. Once she found it she 
spoke the special words and blasted the snake. 
Unfortunately the blast bounced off the emerald green 
scales of the snake and flew in the other direction.  

The snake recoiled and lunged again at the queen. 
This time the queen was able to sprint out of the way in 
time. Apparently the queen was too easy for the snake 
for he turned his head and struck again.  

This time he successfully bit the queens left leg. The 
queen could already feel the poison course through her 
body.  

In a spare moment where the snakes mind was now 
focused on a large wolf positioned behind the snake, 
she was able to open her spellbook to the page about 
giant snakes hoping she could find some vulnerability of 
this super-sized snake. Her heart sunk all the way down 
to her feet as she read a note scribbled at the bottom, 
These giant snakes have poison that paralyzes prey.  

Oh great the queen thought scornfully now I’m 
going to be eaten by a giant emerald snake. 
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The snake started turning around and to the 
queen’s eyes was glowing brighter than it was before. 

“Oh you have got to be kidding me!” the queen 
hollered. 

All the muscles in her body tensed up and began to 
turn as solid as the granite rock whales that live next to 
the silver kingdom.  

The snake started for the queen again but was 
suddenly pulled back by some force. Mysteriously the 
snake was lifted up in the sky and smashed into the 
ground.  

The giant beast hissed weakly but slithered to face 
the queen again. This time a huge blast of light tore 
through the midriff of the snake but it still seemed not to 
be dead. Instead it writhed on the ground waiting for its 
end.  

Meanwhile the queen was pulled backward by the 
invisible force and covered with sand. Diana was 
momentarily blinded but she heard some sizzling and 
assumed that something was burning the great beast of 
a snake. When the sand was pulled off of her the first 
thing she noticed was the crisped corpse of the snake 
and a black figure flying away into the horizon. There 
were no signs of the emeralds that had surrounded the 
snake’s skin. 
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She found that she could feel and move her hands 
again she moved her hands over to her spellbook where 
she was able to turn back to the page about giant 
snakes. 

“There’s hardly anything about these stupid snakes 
in here!” the queen murmured. 

But then she felt a strange humming in all parts of 
her body and felt them come back to life. She also 
noticed that the needles from the cactus were starting 
to fall out. She picked up a needle and noticed it kind of 
looked like a empty glass needle that used to hold some 
juice. She glanced back at the book and found it said 
the Sophrina Cactus is the only known antidote to these 
snakes poison out in the desert. She then looked at the 
small picture of the cactus at the bottom. 

I wonder she thought has she moved to her feet 
and walked to the cactus she landed in yep there the 
same cactus. 

Still a little shook up the queen decided to move on. 
Fortunately she didn’t encounter anymore giant 
emerald snakes, but she did find a good non suspicious 
place she could make camp. At night she made a bright 
fire and read grandpa’s spellbook. She found out that 
the crystal eye had the power of transportation (if you 
have sorcerer inside your veins), but then found out that 
she could only transport if the light of the sun shone 
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through it and was solemnly disappointed. I just want to 
be at this idiotic golden pool the queen thought as 
something on the next page nagged her eyes. This page 
said: 

The golden pool more commonly known as the 
pool of wishes holds a large amount of power.  In able 
to get a wish granted, you must offer some type of 
jewel such as emeralds, sapphires, rubies, or amethysts. 

Oh that’s why gramps wanted me to go to the 
golden pool, the queen observed. He wanted me to find 
a giant emerald snake and throw it into the pool of gold. 
Then I can “obtain powers that can defeat an entire 
kingdom.” But wait I still don’t have a clue who this 
mysterious person is who’s supposed to be eager to 
help me. 

With that final thought the queen rubbed her ruby 
eyes sleepily and fell asleep on the cold hard ground. In 
the morning when the queen awoke she found that the 
ground around her had turned a solid gold. The sun was 
starting to rise in the East and shone down on her. Yes 
this is the perfect time that I can use that ball of glass to 
travel back to the desert and kill one of those snakes. 
Immediately the queen seized the ball in her hand 
thought as hard as she could about giant snakes. Then 
held the eye up to the sun, she shimmered and 
disappeared. 
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When the queen materialized she found herself 
standing on a weird pattern in the sand and figured that 
she was standing right on top of a snake. 

“Ugh” she sighed as the ground lifted up again and 
exploded. 

This time the queen was able to keep her footing 
and held onto the the beast by shoving her staff into a 
chink in the snake’s scales. The snake turned its head 
and hissed at the queen. At that moment she was able 
to unhinge her staff from the beast and blast a violent 
stream of gold down the snakes throat. The snake didn’t 
seem to fade to gold but instead blew up like a balloon. 
Then it exploded in a rush of wind and all that sat before 
the queen was a lump of emeralds. 

Fortunately the queen was able to grasp her sack 
before she teleported. So she eventually stashed all of 
the emeralds in her bag. The queen looked up. The sun 
was already starting to set in the eve, but she just hoped 
the light was enough to transport again. The queen held 
the crystal eye up to the sky and closed her eyes. She 
waited a second but nothing happened. She opened her 
eyes again and glared angrily at the eye. This thing is 
honestly a piece of junk she thought.  

Suddenly a beam of light fired into the ball and she 
found herself laying back down on the ground. She 
looked into her sack and sure enough the emeralds 
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were still there. Seeing that it was night time the queen 
found herself extremely tired from fighting that snake. 
She threw her sack aside and fell to the ground for the 
second time and fell fast asleep. In the morning the 
queen found that the light shot into the ball burnt it. The 
queen held the burnt glass eye up to the sunlight but 
didn't end up teleporting. 

“THIS THING IS A PIECE OF JUNK!!!!!!” The queen 
screeched has she chucked it at the ground hoping to 
break it. Instead she found it lying just as useless as it 
was before and still unbroken. 

“Ugh,” she grunted. 
She didn’t know why but she picked up the eye and 

hurled it back in her bag angrily. Why did I bring this 
with me she thought it’s never even worked good for me 
anyway. I guess maybe I should get a move on. It’s 
morning. According to this map, the queen took a 
glance at the map the forest or the elder oak things are 
5 more miles. 

“UGH,” she growled more angrily. 
I’m so tired of traveling. Now just how far away is 

this pool she thought taking another glance at the small 
map on the paper. 25 more miles! 

“Ahhhhhhh!” she screamed has gold mist erupted 
from her body. Remember what you need to to Diana, 
the queen thought. You want to get revenge on that 
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wretch of a queen right? Well in order for that to 
happen you need to make it to the golden pool. But-but 
it’s to far.  

Against her desire to rest, the queen moped on. 
Strangely she didn’t cross the path of any weird 
emerald snake thingys. She guessed this was out of 
their range. It did feel strangely humid. She felt the 
sopping wetness of the moist air exfoliating her luscious 
golden skin. Also she noticed the scarce shrubs that 
scattered the ground turned into great treasuries of 
grandeur plants, herbs, and trees.  

This must be the elder oak forest, the queen 
pondered. I wonder? Suddenly the queen smashed her 
staff against one of the nearest trees and was lifted off 
the ground by small twigs working together to push her 
up to the top of the trees. At the top of the tree a small 
platform stood and before the queen was a set of large 
adorable eyes that were as brown as the wood around 
them. 

“What’s this?” A kind voice said. “A low metaling. 
What happened to all the nature in this world? Maybe I 
can change you in to something less metal.” He raised a 
branch that was hand shaped. It was an inch from 
touching her with magic in its branches. 

The queen yelled as she was glowing an even 
brighter gold, “No! Please don’t.” 
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Then a sudden thought entered her head that was 
absolutely not her own, but she blurted it out anyway. “I 
am Queen Diana of the golden kingdom, ruler of the 
bronze kingdom. Both of these kingdoms are allied with 
the great moon nymphs. Please help us!”  

The tree looked at her thoughtfully. “Tiny one I 
would help you but you see all of us oaks have rooted 
to far in the ground and the only person who could help 
us is the spirit Ophelia and no ones seen her for eons. 
But where are my manners? I’m grandpa Oak. Now little 
one where are you planning on reaching?” 

The queen replied “I am trying to make it to the 
pool of gold, Grandpa Oak.” 

“The pool of gold you say, I am terribly sorry for not 
being able to help you, so I give you these twigs,” he 
said as it pointed to the pile of twigs on the ground. 
“They will take you to the pool of gold.” The face on the 
tree smiled. 

Diana had the need to love this tree and she did. 
“Grandpa Oak thank you so much!” She said as she ran 
over and kissed the bark next to his face that seemed 
like a place where the cheek should be. 

“You are so welcome my child. Now go.” He said 
calmly. “But before you do so, say hi to Grandma Oak. 
She is right here.” He pointed to a tree slightly smaller 
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than his tree. “You may have to tap her with that lovely 
staff of yours. I think she is asleep.” 

“Will there be a weird platform thingy I can stand 
on,” the queen asked. 

“Unfortunately grandma does not like having to 
speak to random strangers everyday, so no,” Grandpa 
oak replied. “But I am able to lift you up long enough for 
you to talk.” 

“Yes Grandpa Oak.” 
Grandpa Oak then moved his branch-like arm and 

scooped up the queen. He then swung his arm down to 
the slightly lower tree next to him. Strangely that tree 
had amethyst embroidered spectacles where the queen 
assumed the face was. The queen then tapped the tree 
with her staff and the sun shone down reflecting off it, 
glaring. Big eyes appeared in the tree right behind the 
spectacles. New branches appeared snatching the 
queen from the grasp of Grandpa Oak and holding her 
in front of the spectacle covered eyes. 

“Grandpa what have you brought for me today?” A 
warm voice said. 

“It’s Diana queen of the bronze kingdom,” Grandpa 
Oak’s voice exclaimed. “She was in need of our help but 
sadly I don’t think we can.” 

“Of course we can help,” Grandma Oak’s mouth 
appeared. “Grandpa did you give her the twigs?” 
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“Yes Grandma. With your spectacles do you see 
that we can trust her?” 

“Yes we can trust her and all of her allies. Oh but 
what is this I see. My sweet Diana remember those 
guards you most desperately put your trust in? Well 
right now they are letting the dragons go, imprisoning 
all the bronze citizens, and…” Grandma paused and 
looked deeply into Diana’s eyes. “They’re making 
alliances with the giant snakes and the pharaoh of the 
wind. But do not fear young one for your best ally will 
await you and is wiser than me. And that ally, is the key 
to your victory.” 

The queen stood in awe at the amazing wisdom of 
her new found grandma. But she also felt anger 
towards the guards she put her trust in. 

“What’s going to happen to my kingdom?” the 
queen asked fearfully. “And how do you know all this?” 

“I feel like you have the right object to see what will 
happen,” Grandma responded. “Just because we are 
rooted doesn’t mean we can’t communicate through our 
children, the infant seeds.” 

Diana squirmed up to get a better stance “Are you 
talking about the glass eye? I don’t think it works 
properly.” 

“I think you have that one figured out Diana,” 
Grandma stated. “Now I think you need to be going 
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great things await. But before you do take my 
spectacles use them at times you meet strangers to see 
if you can put your full trust in them like how I have put 
my full trust in you.” 

“But Grandma how will you see you can trust 
people fully without your spectacles?” 

“Fortunately I have a backup pair from when I was 
unrooted and killed a giant snake. Yes my child I have 
been to the pool of gold. Grandpa Oak and I fought 
alongside the moon nymphs in the war and helped 
them protect it by killing all the silvers who cross into 
our forest.” 

The queen felt warmth in her heart and the desire 
to give back to these wonderful creatures. “Grandpa 
Oak,” Grandpa Oaks image appeared facing Diana.“I 
give you the sacred wand of light. It will help you and 
your kind grow tall and strong for when you can fight, 
you will be even stronger.” 

“Thank you small one but, I can’t possibly accep…” 
Diana cut him off abruptly, “Yes you can it’s the 

least I can do to thank you.” She continued on to 
Grandma. “Grandma to you I give the sorcerer's eye I 
think it will work better with you in it’s presence.” She 
gathered both objects from her staff and gave them to 
the trees. 
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“Thank you child,” Granma Oak said has she pulled 
off her spectacles. The spectacles seemed to shrink has 
Granma Oak pulled them off. Grandma then plopped 
the spectacles in the queen’s hand. “Before you leave I 
give you these words of wisdom in moments of peril the 
best of your allies are yet to come. Goodbye child.” 

“Goodbye Grandma Oak, Goodbye Grandpa Oak. 
Thank you both.”   

With that the queen put the spectacles in her bag 
and Grandma Oak dropped her into the giant pile of 
twigs. When she hit the ground the ground she was 
instantly carried away. 
 
 

 The Power of the Moon   
     As the twigs carried the queen on she observed yet 
another change in the geographical patterns of the 
earth. The ground changed into a battlefield of gold, 
silver, and bronze. In the ancient days wasn’t there a 
war here the queen thought has she dug in the bag for 
her spellbook. Isn’t this where the Moon Nymphs fought 
against the pharaoh and the silver kingdom for the 
golden pool?  The queen asked herself has she flipped 
to the page about ancient history.  

But before the queen could read the page she 
noticed that the twigs were being pushed out from 
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under her. She gasped and rushed to pull more of the 
twigs back under her. She succeeded in pulling three I 
mean come on just three before all of the twigs were 
blasted with light and disappeared.  

The queen was simultaneously suspended in midair 
and crashed towards the ground with amazing force. 
Once she hit the ground she grasped for her staff ready 
to blast the person who set her off course. Has she got 
up she saw the twigs racing away and thought I guess 
the twigs were only supposed to take me to the golden 
pool and I honestly don’t think that either Grandpa or 
Grandma Oaks calculations would be incorrect so that 
must mean she looked behind her and there was the 
golden pool I finally made it.  

The queen was so happy she completely forgot 
about the emeralds that were waiting to be wished on in 
her bag. Instead she walked over to the golden pool to 
look at her reflection. She guessed that throughout her 
journey she got beat up pretty bad.  

She had a giant gash on the left portion of her lip 
and her dress was tattered and worn down. When she 
looked back up she saw a figure floating above the 
pool. Its eyes were closed and everything around it was 
also floating. The queen noticed that the gravity here 
seemed unsteady like it could change at any moment.  
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The queen felt her feet being lifted and dragged 
slightly towards the figure. She tried to pull back but 
when she did she felt the gravity try it’s hardest to pull 
her. She gave a final attempt to keep herself steady and 
tugged extra hard towards the floor but the force was 
done with her struggling and pulled her all the way to 
the figure.  
     “Who are you?” The queen asked.  
     But the figure didn’t answer. All it did was extend it’s 
arm and clutch the queens head has she struggled 
violently against the force. But it was no use. She then 
heard a voice in her head that was not her own. It 
suggested; child don’t struggle. This process will be a lot 
easier if you just release your mind to me.  

The queen thought back to the voice; you’re a 
moon nymph! What are you going to do to me? The 
voice replied with; do not fear child for I’m just going to 
show you the past and the future. Don’t you trust me? 
     The queen dug in her sac for Grandma Oaks 
spectacles and could fight against the force just enough 
to put them on. Once she had the special spectacles on 
she saw what Granma Oak must always see. The queen 
looked at the face of the stranger assuming it was a girl 
because of it stunning beauty and the voice she had in 
her mind. Up in the right lenses of the spectacles she 
saw that it said trust this person with everything you 
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have. Well I guess that means that I can trust her the 
queen thought. 
     She responded to the voice yes I trust you. 
     The woman released her forehead and the queen 
was able to get the glasses off her face and into the 
bag. The invisible force pulled the bag out of the hands 
of the queen and set it on the floor.  

As that happened the queen noticed she dropped 
her staff and thought to the person umm could you get 
that for me please and thank you? The force picked up 
her staff and shoved it into the queens hand. 
     Now child look into my eyes the woman thought to 
her has she opened her white eyes. The queen gazed 
deeply into the white eyes and was sucked into infinite 
darkness. 

The queen felt trapped in the black nothingness 
forever. What’s happening? She thought. Where did 
Moon Nymph lady go? 

To her sweet satisfaction the queen saw rays of 
light illuminating the dark and saw the face of the 
strange Moon Nymph. 

“Child do not fear for I will show you a past event 
you may not like,” the lady interjected. “But it will help 
you understand more then you may see. I will not be 
able to come with you though you see, this memory you 
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are visiting is made of pure evil for you don’t know but 
will see the darkness that was lurking there.” 

“So why can’t you come?” The queen asked. 
The lady chuckled “ You will find out in the next past 

we visit.” 
The queen grasped for her staff but just closed 

around thin air “Where’s my staff?” 
“Back at Goruna,” 
“What?” 
“It’s my child the pool of gold,” 
With that final statement and Diana still in 

confusion the light of the lady vanished, a golden room 
shimmered and appeared and the queen realized it was 
the Golden Court Of Justice. She looked down at herself 
but saw nothing . She looked around and saw a younger 
version of herself sitting in the defendants chair. 

“Princess Diana,” the judge said. “You have been 
prosecuted for leading a provoked attack on the silver 
kingdom before assaulting your Queen first.” 

Queen Lorelei was sitting in the highest throne that 
was perched in the room.  

“Diana I forgive you!” Lorelei exclaimed. “But 
according to ancient rules we must punish you,” 

Young Diana looked down to the ground and the 
Queen remembered the pain of guilt. 
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The judge aimed a wicked smile at her that the 
queen had not noticed before. She also noticed gold 
paint dripping from him that revealed black skin 
underneath. “My Queen what punishment should Diana 
receive? Being thrown into a pit of snakes? Being forced 
to drink poison?” 

The Queen gave him a baffled look and stuttered. 
“N-no not any of that I refuse to give my friend a cruel 
punishment. Instead she gets to be queen of the bronze 
kingdom because all of the heirs are getting 
mysteriously dying. Diana do you have any words 
against this?” 

Diana shook her head. “No my Queen.” 
Lorelei nodded “Great you will leave in two months. I 

now dismiss this council!” 
Then the Queen was sucked into the darkness 

again. 
*********************************************************************** 
After being stuck for a little bit the Queen saw the 

fountain of light and knew it was nymph lady. 
“WHAT JUST HAPPENED!?” The Queen yelled 
“I was the memory you have of the council,” The 

lady replied. 
“Why did you show me that?” The Queen asked 
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“So you understood that the judge was evil since 
you were so caught up in your own problems that you 
didn’t notice.” 

“The paint,” The Queen remarked. 
The lady nodded “Exactly. As you noticed there was 

black skin under the gold,” 
“How do you know this?” The Queen asked 

confused and scared. “You were not there.” 
The lady made correct contact with her eyes. “Yes I 

know but I can see it in your mind. You fear what it is 
and what it may become.” 

  The Queen was horror struck, “Who are you?” 
“That I can not yet tell you for we must see one 

more past.” 
Suddenly has it had appeared the light 

disappeared. The Queen was sucked into the deep pit of 
darkness once again. 

When light came about the Queen recognized the 
magic filled room of grandpas house. In the corner the 
Queen saw an unfamiliar gold man there. His eyes 
looked bloodshot from crying. The Queens grandpa 
walked out of the foreseeing room. 

“She’s dying and beyond my skills of magic to fix 
I’m sorry but your wife and my daughter is dying.” 

“What about Ophelia? It’s a true solar eclipse not 
just the work of the moon nymphs she could heal her.” 
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“That is the exact reason Ophelia won’t help us. 
Because it is a full moon she claims all of the children 
that are born on a solar eclipse.” 

The man fell to his knees, “Ophelia please show 
mercy on me!” 

There came a sudden shriek of pain from the 
foreseeing room. Grandpa rushed to the room opened 
the door and flung himself in. What seemed like a few 
hour later the shrieking stopped and grandpa came out 
of the foreseeing room with a newborn gold baby 
wrapped in gold robes and another bundle in the other 
hand, and a look of grief written on his face. 

He spoke solemnly, “I’m sorry,” He looked at the 
man, “She passed after the births.” 

The man looked dumbstruck and the Queen saw 
silent tears flying down his face, “Diana,.” 

Both the Queen and grandpa looked at him, 
“What?” he said 

The man replied “The gold one her name is going to 
be Diana and..”He paused “The other one is going to be 
named Corona. 

The Queen gasped. Corona is my sister? With a 
queasy stomach the queen was swept back to darkness 
and knew for sure that, that was not the last story. 
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When the familiar light came she demanded the 
lady, “Corona is my sister?! How sh-she was a Moon 
Nymph?” 

“Not exactly.” The lady smiled “She was half Moon 
Nymph and half Goledrien,” 

The Queen looked at her confused, “What is a 
Goledrien?” 

“A gold citizen,” 
“But that means-” 
“Yes Diana your mother was a Moon Nymph. Now 

it’s time that I show you a thousand year old memory of 
mine that will explain the ancient event that will take 
place and we must stop a certain person from taking 
control of. And this time I will be able to come with you.” 

The light of the lady went out and the Queen felt 
warm hands grab her wrist and was sucked into the 
familiar darkness.  

When light came to the Queen’s eyes she was in the 
middle of what seemed to be a battlefront between the 
black figures and the bronze, silver, and gold 
people.What she thought The silvers were on our side. 
She recognized the golden pool except it wasn’t the 
golden pool. It was a giant sized golden goblet filled with 
the most unspeakable light. A black figure unnaturality 
larger than the others  started crashing towards the 
Queen, she shrieked but decided she couldn’t move out 
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of the way in time. Suddenly a wisp of light crashed into 
the black thing and the Queen realized who the light 
was. Moon Nymph Lady blasted the dark thing with her 
hands. A crackling noise boomed in the sky and the 
Queen forced herself to look up. In the sky twelve solar 
eclipses were starting to begin. Moon Nymph Lady 
looked up and leaped off the dark thing and into the 
sky. The dark thing seemed to turn into a bird or falcon 
and flew after Moon Nymph Lady. Has both of them 
leaped the goblet aimed its top at the black figure and a 
gigantic blast of light erupted from it and eradicated the 
large figure.  

Has the Lady’s figure gave into the sky she saw the 
moon that’s brightness exceeded all others. Has all of 
the solar eclipses took full form she saw the dark figures 
evaporate and float towards the moon. Suddenly the 
moon shone has bright has a thousand stars and a 
incandescence of light exploded from it and hit the light 
in the goblet. Has that happened she noticed what 
seemed to be the old queens of the tribes gathered in a 
triangle blasting their magic at the same time to create 
a colorful ball of magic.  

When they pulled their staffs away from the ball, it 
jerked and rushed towards the moon beam. Once the 
orb came in contact with the beam it exploded in a mist 
so powerful that the Queen was pushed to her knees by 
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the force. On the ground she looked up at the sky has 
the powerful mist reached the wisps of darkness she 
saw it swallow them up. A bright light caught her eye. 
She looked over at the goblet. Has the moon light 
blasted the goblet it melted the gold artifact.  

I guess the goblet was prepared. She thought has 
she saw a hole dug up underneath it. This must be how 
the golden pool became it must have used to be a 
wishing goblet. The ones I heard were created by Ophel- 
wait Nymph Lady said that the golden pool was her 
child. Something suddenly clicked in the back of the 
Queens head. Moon Nymph Lady is Ophelia but where 
did she go she just disappeared in the sky. Has her 
thought ended she saw that the goblet had completely 
melted into a pool of gold. 

She saw the three queens (That most certainly 
weren’t the ones back in her world) gather together has 
the many solar eclipses ceased but the biggest one still 
remained. 

The bronze one said “Ophelia has not returned. 
Where has she gone?” 

“That remains unknown at this moment.” The silver 
queen responded. 

The ancient gold queen shuffled nervously. “Will she 
ever return?! 
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The silver queen looked at her. “My young friend of 
course she will return just not while life remains in our 
lungs.” 

“What is she doing up there?” The gold one asked. 
Bronze queen glanced at the sky, “She is keeping 

the Dark Nymphs at bay until the next ancient Abraxos. 
For now we must go our separate ways for the further 
protection of our kingdoms.” 

“What about the golden goblet it's now a pool?” 
“My nieve friend, Ophelia has her reasons for what 

she does and I’m sure it will all work out in the end.” The 
silver Queen said. 

Then the Queen saw everything start to fade into 
black has the memory end.  

When light returned it wasn’t the light of Ophelia. 
The sunlight at the golden pool illuminated the world in 
front of her. Ophelia and her were both floating above 
the golden pool.  

The Queen opened and closed her mouth several 
times before she actually spoke. “You’re Ophelia the 
ancient Moon Nymph.” 

Ophelia smiled at her. “Yes I am Ophelia. But there’s 
just one part you left out. I am the Moon.” 
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 Primeval Allies 
 

“YOU’RE WHAT!?” The Queen hollered in utter 
confusion has she picked up her staff. 

“I am the Moon. Didn’t you realize that the big Solar 
Eclipse didn’t begin until I disappeared into the sky?” 
Ophelia asked. 
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“Uh…….I mean I guess,” The Queen said. “But that still 
doesn’t explain how.” 

“Listen.” Ophelia explained. “I am the creator of the 
Moon Nymphs so I am able to disguise myself has one.” 

“I mean but ho-” 
“No time for questions,” Ophelia cut the Queen off 

abruptly. “The Dark Nymphs are gathering we must find 
our Primeval Allies. That means we must go to the silver 
kingdom and allie with them.” 

The Queen eyed her “The silver Kingdom is evil.” 
Ophelia smiled. “Not exactly. You see the current 

silver queen is a Dark nymph who is disguised. She 
trapped the real silver Queen in a granite whale.” 

“Is she the one in your memory?” 
“Yes. Now we must travel to the kingdom. Grab my 

hand.”  
 The Queen deliberately moved her hand towards 

Ophelia but latched firmly onto her hand and they were 
sucked into the air. When they reappeared they the 
Queen found herself standing in front of the majestic 
shine of the silver palace. 

“How are we supposed to get in through the gates?” 
The Queen asked nervously. 

“We break in of course,” Ophelia replied calmly. 
“But won’t we get caught?” 
“That is our ticket into the throne room.” 
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“Okay,” The Queen said remembering what the 
spectacles showed. 

Ophelia blasted the gates with light and an alarm 
instantly sounded. The gates burst open and two guards 
rushed to the Ophelia and the Queen.  

One of them smiled and said in a gruff voice. “The 
Queen will be most pleased that you have been caught.” 

“She most certainly will,” Ophelia agreed quietly. 
So the guards led the two into the throne room 

where the silver Queen awaited cackling evilly. 
“Well Ophelia we meet again and this time I will win. 

Guards leave us I don’t want any help.” The silver Queen 
stopped cackling has the guards left and lunged at 
Ophelia. 

The golden Queen was pushed back into the wall 
by Ophelia’s invisible force. Has the silver Queen got 
inches from Ophelia she was stopped and held firmly in 
place. The silver Queen unhinged herself from the force 
and lunged again towards Ophelia. The golden Queen 
raised her staff to protect Ophelia from the silver Queen 
and a enormous beam of gold erupted from her staff 
containing all of her anger, fear, and impatience and hit 
the silver Queen strait in the heart. A huge block of gold 
sat on the silver Queen’s chest as the rest of her body 
turned into gold.  
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Ophelia smiled at the Queen. “We must head to the 
dungeons where they keep the true silver Queen locked 
in a granite whale.” 

“DON’T MOVE!”A guard yelled as he burst into the 
throne room. 

The Queen grabbed Ophelia’s wrist and they were 
sucked into the air. 

When they materialized the Queen saw a dark 
room with the loud calls of the granite whales. 

“Which one holds the silver Queen?” The Queen 
asked. 

“The one at the far corner of the dungeon.” A 
mysterious voice called. 

“Abasi, we will get you out.” Ophelia said 
reassuringly has the two walked over to the whale 
where the voice came from. 

“Remember hit it in the tail and it will spit me out.” 
Abasi said. 

“Yes I quite recall that seeing has I am 
999,999,999,998.” Ophelia replied.  
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